


 ■ Standard Satin Clear anodized aluminum finish, other colors 
available 

 ■ Continuous- uns connect together smoothly via internal 
adjoining splines 

 ■ Dimming and emergency battery pack compatible 

 ■ User defined LED lumen/wattage output (CLO) 

 ■ Available in 2’, 3’, 4’, 6’ and 8’ nominal lengths 

 ■ UL and c-UL listed for dry and damp locations
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 ■ Compact 2 1/8” profile compliments architectural surroundings 
while delivering strong and even indirect light 

 ■ LED, T5 and T5HO compatible 

 ■ Fluorescent version delivers maximum forward throw via 
exclusive reflector system 

 ■ LED available in multiple kelvin temperatures, various lumen 
outputs and a wide or narrow asymmetric distribution 

 ■ Heavy gauge extruded aluminum housing 

 ■ Precision-machined smooth aluminum end caps conceal all 
finishing hardware 

Inspired by the architectural maxim, “Form follows 

function”, NATHAN provides strong cove-lighting 

functionality within the form of a sleek luminaire 

designed to eliminate the necessity of building an 

architectural cove. 

NATHAN’s 2 1/8” edge profile dissolves like a horizon line 

into any interior design-scape, yet still delivers a strong 

kick of forward throw with LED, T5 or T5HO illumination. 

The strength of the heavy duty extruded aluminum  

body coupled with 1/4” machined end caps, helps to 

ensure straight and easy installations on the job site. 

NATHAN is suitable for a vast variety of interior lighting 

applications: Corridors, Offices, Conference Spaces, 

Commercial, Healthcare, Institutional, Retail, Hospitality 

and Restaurants.

As a gorgeous tribute to classic architectural principles 

and aesthetics, NATHAN combines energy efficiency 

with lighting design integrity to beautifully enhance any 

interior space.

Features and Benefits:

NATHAN  Luminous Ledge Lighting

NATHAN Fluorescent

NATHAN LED

SAWTOOTH DEFLECTOR
T5 OR T5HO LAMP

HEAVY GAUGE EXTRUDED 
ALUMINUM HOUSING

95% REFLECTIVE
SPECULAR FORWARD
THROW REFLECTOR

INTEGRAL BALLAST

WALL MOUNTING BRACKET

5-1/2" 5-1/2"

2-1/8" HEAVY GAUGE EXTRUDED 
ALUMINUM HOUSING

INTEGRAL DRIVER
WALL MOUNTING BRACKET

DIFFUSER LENS
REFRACTOR LENS
LED MODULE 

2-1/8"


